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NAND flash memory-based SSDs have been widely adopted. The scaling of SSD has evolved from plannar
(2D) to 3D stacking. For reliability and other reasons, the technology node in 3D NAND SSD is larger than in
2D, but data density can be increased via increasing bit-per-cell. In this work, we develop a novel reprogramming scheme for TLCs in 3D NAND SSD, such that a cell can be programmed and reprogrammed several
times before it is erased. Such reprogramming can improve the endurance of a cell and the speed of programming, and increase the amount of bits written in a cell per program/erase cycle, i.e., effective capacity. Our
work is the first to perform a real 3D NAND SSD test to validate the feasibility of the reprogram operation.
From the collected data, we derive the restrictions of performing reprogramming due to reliability challenges.
Furthermore, a reprogrammable SSD (ReSSD) is designed to structure reprogram operations. ReSSD is evaluated in a case study in RAID 5 system (RSS-RAID). Experimental results show that RSS-RAID can improve
the endurance by 35.7%, boost write performance by 15.9%, and increase effective capacity by 7.71%, with
negligible overhead compared with conventional 3D SSD-based RAID 5 system.
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1 INTRODUCTION
NAND flash memory-based Solid State Drive (SSD) is widely applied in storage systems due to
its dramatic performance improvement, low power consumption, and lightweight form factors,
compared to Hard Disk Drive (HDD) [37, 50]. To reduce cost per bit, SSD products take two
approaches: (1) adopting higher bit density flash cells (MLC, TLC, QLC, and PLC); and (2) constructing vertical architecture (3D SSDs [32, 33, 60]). These two approaches can be combined to
achieve even higher capacity. Currently, a 96-layer 3D TLC SSD with terabits of capacity per chip
has been launched [18]. However, storing more bits per cell reduces endurance and operation speed
sharply [5, 7, 15]. Although having more than 100 layers per block is on the industry agenda, stacking more layers is also getting harder [25] due to limited space for control circuits that span across
all layers [39]. While storing more bits per cell effectively multiplies the capacity of an SSD, the
challenges in its endurance and performance remain. Recently, a reprogram scheme was proposed
for 2D NAND SLC SSDs [10, 12, 14], which reprograms an SLC by dividing the large voltage range
of an SLC into smaller ranges to represent new data in the cell. This directly increases the SSD capacity, which, in turn, decreases the occurrences of garbage collections (GCs) and benefits both
endurance and performance (since GC is both time-consuming and wear-sensitive) of an SSD. However, the same mechanism cannot be applied to 2D TLC [15] as the voltage range between neighboring states is too narrow to be further divided. However, the concept of reprogramming there
was used to mainly increase the read performance. Neither capacity nor endurance was changed.
In this work, we propose a Reprogrammable 3D TLC SSD (ReSSD) design. Our goal is to
achieve capacity increase, endurance improvement, and performance improvement. We design a
novel encoding scheme for to-be-stored bits during each reprogram such that a TLC cell can be
reprogrammed twice before an erase is necessary. The number of flash pages consumed by the
same amount of program operations is decreased, increasing effective SSD capacity. The benefits
of fewer GCs, better endurance and performance naturally follow. As we adopt it in a 3D SSD,
there are new challenges in reliability so that reprogramming should be applied with constraints.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to test reprogramming on a product 3D NAND
SSD to verify its feasibility, and derive its constraints.
We performed a case study on implementing ReSSD design in Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) 5 system (called RSS-RAID). RAID 5 system has been widely adopted
due to its good trade-off among performance, fault-tolerance, and redundant capacity consumption [11, 30, 49]. There are two important technologies adopted in the RAID 5 system: Stripe and
Parity Protection. Stripe is designed to evenly distribute data to multiple disks for performance optimization. Parity Protection is designed to protect user data loss within one stripe by generating
additional parity data. However, with the adoption of SSD in the RAID 5 system, extra capacity
consumption resulted from Parity Protection will quickly increase, which triggers more GCs in
the entire storage system, hurting endurance and performance of the RAID 5 system. As ReSSD is
most suitable for frequently updated data streams, we applied it on a 3D TLC SSD-based RAID 5
system in simulation and measured its effectiveness.
The results reveal that RSS-RAID can reduce capacity consumption and bring fewer GC activities, improving the lifetime and endurance, and increasing the effective capacity of 3D TLC
SSD- based RAID 5 system. On average, the endurance is increased by 30.3%, write performance is
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Fig. 1. The architecture of 3D SSD.

improved by 16.7% and effective capacity is increased by 7.71%. We summarized our contributions
as follows:
— We verified the feasibility of reprogram operation on real 3D TLC NAND flash memory, from
which we derive several important constraints on applying reprogramming;
— We relaxed constraints of reprogramming on 3D TLC NAND flash memory for achieving
better endurance and available capacity of 3D TLC SSD;
— We proposed a ReSSD design to construct a large, durable, and fast SSD system;
— We evaluated proposed ReSSD in 3D TLC SSD-based RAID 5 system using a modified 3D TLC
SSD-based RAID 5 simulator [26]. The experimental results show that RSS-RAID effectively
improves capacity, endurance, and performance of 3D TLC SSD-based RAID 5 system.
The rest of the work is organized as follows: In Section 2, the background of this work is presented. Section 3 describes the feasibility of reprogram operation on 3D TLC SSDs. In Section 4,
the design of ReSSD is presented. In Section 5, a case study employing ReSSD is presented. In
Section 6, the potential of reprogramming is exploited by the proposed virtual super layer (VSL) design. In Section 7, the experiments are presented. In Section 8, related works are discussed.
Finally, the work is concluded in Section 9.
2

BACKGROUND

2.1 3D Flash Memory-based SSD
Currently, several vertical architectures have been proposed for 3D SSDs, including BiCS, P-BiCS,
V-NAND, and Terabit Cell Array Transistor (TCAT) [43]. In this work, TCAT-based 3D SSD
designed by Samsung is discussed due to its better performance and reliability [28, 43].
Figure 1 shows the organization of a typical TCAT-based 3D SSD [28, 39]. Inside SSD, there is a
host interface, which is responsible for the connection between SSD and the host system. The flash
controller contains several important components, which are in charge of GC, Data Allocation
(DA), mapping between logical address and physical address Flash Translation Layer (FTL),
and some other functions, such as Wear Leveling (WL) [1] and cache [20]. Apart from these
components, a flash chip controller is equipped to connect flash chips and flash controllers. To
boost the performance of SSDs, internal architecture is organized in four levels of parallelism, from
channel to chip, to die, and to plane [20, 21]. Inside each plane, multiple blocks are maintained. The
main difference between 3D SSD and 2D SSD comes from the architecture of flash block.
The bottom of Figure 1 shows the vertical block architecture of 3D SSD, where flash cells are
layered. Based on the vertical architecture, a new concept, named layer, is proposed in 3D SSD,
which contains several word lines lying on a horizontal level. Each layer consists of multiple word
lines and each word line is made up of multiple flash cells. In addition, since the current 3D SSD
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Fig. 2. The voltage distribution of TLC [15, 45].

uses larger process technology node (i.e., 30–50 nm), one-shot programming (detailed below) is
adopted to boost the write performance without making programmed pages error-prone [5]. With
the assistance of three write-back registers, one-shot programming writes three pages (TLC-based
3D SSD) to a word line at a time [24].
2.2 Voltage Distributions of Triple-Level-Cell
TLC has been widely adopted in 3D SSDs due to its reasonable trade-off among bit density, performance, and reliability. Figure 2 shows a voltage distribution of TLC [15], of which the coding
scheme can reduce the number of data sensing iterations for read operation [44]. In this figure, the
x-axis represents the possible voltage threshold (Vth) in the flash cell, and the y-axis shows the
probability in each state. Through charging different number of electrons into a flash cell, the entire voltage range can be divided into eight states (ER, P1∼P7). Each state represents information of
three bits, Least-Significant-Bit (LSB), Central-Significant-Bit (CSB), and Most-SignificantBit (MSB). With a fixed coding scheme, three-bit values can be represented in a TLC by moving
the state from “ER” to the right along the x-axis. This voltage state movement can be realized
by a program operation, termed “one-shot programming” in 3D SSD [24]. Since there is only one
charging process for one-shot programming, three write-back registers per plane are equipped to
hold three pages that will be written into the same word line at a time. For a read operation, read
sensing circuits use seven reference voltages (Vref) to distinguish these eight states, while other
unread cells are applied with a pass-through voltage (Vpass) [6].
2.3

Garbage Collection and Endurance of SSD

SSD adopts out-of-place updates for program operations, meaning updates are written to free
pages and original pages are invalidated because a cell can be only written from an erased state
(“ER” state in Figure 2). Once the free space of SSD drops to a pre-defined threshold, GC is triggered
to reclaim invalid pages for serving future program operations. A GC migrates valid pages in a
victim block to free space and erases the victim block. The efficiency of GC is highly related to the
number of valid page migration [8, 19]. A typical optimization scheme selects the block with the
largest number of invalid pages to reclaim, so as to minimize the cost of valid page migration [1,
26, 53].
GC not only introduces performance overhead but also consumes the lifetime of flash cells. The
endurance of SSD is quantified by the Program/Erase (P/E) cycle, which indicates the manufacturer guaranteed maximum number of program and erase operations executed on flash cells
without introducing unrecoverable errors. As cells can only be written once between erases,
one effective approach to improve the endurance of SSDs is to reduce the number of erases, or
GCs [14, 34, 35]. However, endurance can also be improved if more writing can be performed
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between erases. As the duration of voltage stress in the program operation is less than the erase
operation, previous studies have shown that cells are not significantly further worn in a program
operation [14, 29, 48]. Therefore, if cells can be written multiple times before an erase operation,
the number of erases or GCs can be reduced and endurance of SSD can be improved.
3

REPROGRAMMING ON 3D TLC SSDS

3.1 Feasibility of Reprogramming Strategy
Reprogramming 2D flash memory has been developed in previous works [10, 14, 34, 35]. The large
voltage range between two voltage states in an SLC is leveraged to reprogram a cell by increasing
Vt h multiple times to represent new values inplace before a true erase becomes necessary. In [15],
a similar approach is adopted on TLC, where the lower voltage state is reprogrammed to a higher
voltage state to realize in-place update. However, previous reprogramming schemes cannot be
directly applied to 3D TLC SSDs due to two additional restrictions. First, the voltage range between
two voltage states in TLC is too narrow to be further divided; Second, reprogramming flash cells
will result in poor reliability on 3D TLCs, as will be demonstrated in this article.
3.2 Reprogram Operation on 3D TLC
In this work, we develop a novel reprogramming technique to avoid further narrowing the range
between voltage states in TLC flash cells. The basic idea is to first program a TLC as an MLC by only
using the first four voltage states to represent 2-bit value, as shown at the top of Figure 3(a). Then,
as the threshold voltage can keep increasing but not decreasing, low voltage states can be reprogrammed to higher voltage states to represent new values. In this case, a cell can be reprogrammed
several times before a true erase is necessary. This is in contrast to the conventional model where
a cell is programmed only once and the second program must be preceded by an erase.
In our design, the program operation is realized by one-shot programming, which writes two
pages at a time from the write-back registers to a word line. In these two pages, the paired bits with
the same in-page offset are used to determine the desired state of a cell. One-shot programming
injects electrons into each flash cell until its current threshold voltage reaches the desired voltage
state, which is coded to represent the values of two bits (MSB and LSB) [5]. Once one of the
two bits in a cell becomes invalid, a reprogram operation can be carried out to transform the old
2-bit value into a new 2-bit value represented by a higher voltage state in the cell. If the old 2-bit
value remains valid, reprogramming on this cell is then prohibited. If both of the two bits become
invalid, reprogramming on this cell is performed by assuming one of the two bits still is valid.
The reason comes from two aspects: First, if only one page is going to be reprogrammed, the
proposed reprogramming method can be performed immediately without waiting for another one
page; Second, thanks to the reliability impact from cell-to-cell interference, reprogram operation
selects the target word line in an interleaving manner [5], which requires to read and check first
reprogrammed data before performing the second reprogram operation. If there are no additional
reprogrammable word lines in the super layer, reprogramming invalid bits one by one also benefits
from the interleaving manner. We create such a design on TLC cells and discovered that to cover
all possible bit update sequences with altogether eight valid voltage states, two reprograms can be
carried out after the initial program. Hence a cell can be programmed three times. The transitions
from old 2-bit states to new 2-bit states are enumerated in Figure 3. At the top of Figure 3, the
leftmost four voltage states (ER∼P3) are used to represent a 2-bit value after the initial program
operation. Then, according to which bit is invalidated, a new voltage distribution is constructed by
using a current or higher voltage state to represent the new 2-bit value. More details are presented
as follows.
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Fig. 3. State movements and voltage distribution arrangements. Reprogram(LSB/MSB) means the LSB of a
MLC mode cell is reprogrammed first, followed by reprogramming the MSB.

As a 2-bit value can only be updated twice on a cell, depending on which bit is invalidated first,
there are four possible reprogramming sequences that can be represented by four voltage distributions, as depicted in the four subfigures of Figure 3. Then, since each bit can be reprogrammed
into two possible values, there exist eight transitions as listed in Table 1. Take Figure 3(b) as an
example. The two transitions from top to bottom correspond to the invalidation of the LSB and
then the MSB, as shown in the left two columns and right two columns in Table 1, respectively.
For the first transition that updates LSB, there are eight possible state changes, as listed in the
left two columns of Table 1. The voltage distribution needs to be reprogrammed to higher states
and re-encoded because otherwise, there would be two backward state transitions, which are impossible without an erase. These two backward transitions are “00”→“01” and “10”→“11”. Hence,
“11” and “01” are mapped to P4 and P5 states, respectively, shifting the four states to the middle
of the entire voltage range, as depicted in the middle of Figure 3(b). Hence, all LSB updates are
represented by increasing voltages, which are viable in one-shot programming. Similarly, as the
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Table 1. State Changes During Two Reprogram Operations

Initial state
11
01
00
10

1st reprogram
11 or 10
01 or 00
00 or 01
10 or 11

Middle state
00
10
11
01

2nd reprogram
00 or 10
10 or 00
11 or 01
01 or 11

MSB is updated in the second transition, state P3∼P6 are utilized and re-encoded to represent new
voltage distribution. Specifically, “00” is represented by P4 and “11” is represented by P6, to avoid
backward state changes. Totally, after reprogramming a cell twice, the total number of bit-per-cell
can be increased from 3 to 4.
Before reprogramming a cell, current-voltage distribution, 2-bit value inside the cell, and current
validities of LSB and MSB should be read out first to determine the next reprogramming voltage
state. Then, to distinguish the voltage distribution of a cell after reprogram operation, each voltage
distribution is assigned with a unique 2-bit ID, termed Distribution ID. Specifically, “00” represents
voltage distribution from P1 to P4; “01” represents P2 to P5; “10” represents P3 to P6 and “11”
represents P4 to P7. Since Distribution ID is effective only when the cell has been reprogrammed,
another counter (RPCnt) is used to record how many times the cell has been reprogrammed. By
default, the value of RPCnt is set to “00”. It is incremented every time the cell is reprogrammed. A
value of “10” prohibits future reprogramming on this cell. For a read operation, with the awareness of RPCnt and Distribution ID, the value stored in the reprogrammed cell also can be read out
by only applying two sensing operations [4, 6]. Then, the current validities of programmed two
bits (Validity) are used to determine the next voltage distribution before reprogramming the cell.
Validity requires 2-bit to indicate valid states of LSB and MSB, respectively. In default, the value
of Validity is set to “11” after the initial program operation, meaning both LSB and MSB are valid.
If one of the programmed two bits is invalidated, the corresponding bit in Validity is set to “0”. For
example, as shown at the top of Figure 3(a), after initial program operation, if LSB is invalidated,
Validity is set to “10”, meaning the cell can be reprogrammed to update the value of LSB. After reprogramming the cell, the value of the corresponding bit in Validity should be set to “1”, meaning
the reprogrammed LSB in the cell is valid now and is prohibited to be further reprogrammed until
its value is invalidated again. In this work, RPCnt, Distribution ID, and Validity are termed as cell
status. Note that, since all flash cells in a word line are programmed or reprogrammed simultaneously, RPCnt, Distribution ID, and Validity are needed on per word line basis. They are checked
before each program or reprogram operation.
We use Figure 3(a) as an example to illustrate the entire hardware procedure of reprogramming
with the aid of metadata. Suppose the initial program operation writes (“00”) in the TLC. The
values of RPCnt, Distribution ID, and Validity are set to “00”, “00”, and “11” by default. As the LSB
is invalidated, the value of Validity is set to “10”. Then, the value of LSB is updated to “1” (“00”→
“01”), the corresponding voltage state of the new value is mapped to the P5 state for constructing
new voltage distribution as presented in the middle of the figure. Moreover, RPCnt and Distribution
ID are set to “01” and “01” to represent the current cell status. After reprogramming the cell, the
value of Validity is set to “11”, indicating current values of two bits in the cell are valid. For the
second reprogram operation, with the aid of Distribution ID, the current 2-bit value (“01”) inside
the cell is read out first. We assume that the LSB of “01” is invalidated (the value of Validity is set
to “10”) and updated to “0” (“01”→ “00”). Thus a new voltage distribution presented at the bottom
of the figure (final distribution) is constructed to represent new value (“00”) in the P6 state. After
that, RPCnt and Distribution ID are updated to “10” and “11” as the cell cannot be reprogrammed
anymore before an erase. And the value of Validity is also set to “11” after the second reprogram
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operation on the cell. In summary, at any point in time, there can be at most two bits inside a
cell. However, when a cell is reprogrammed twice, four bits of information are programmed or
reprogrammed into a TLC (“00” in first initial program, “1” in first reprogram, and “0” in second
reprogram). As a result, from the overall SSD perspective, the effective capacity can be increased
by reprogramming a cell twice. Note that, effective capacity is defined as the number of free flash
pages in SSDs. If more reprogram operations are executed, fewer free flash pages are consumed
while more data is reprogrammed in a single word line. Thus, fewer GCs are triggered so that the
performance and endurance can be improved.
For a read operation, when the accessed page resides in the reprogrammable block, the word
line’s status is read from controller buffer firstly. According to the value of Distribution ID, the
voltage distribution can be determined; thus, sensing operations are performed to read LSB or
MSB data from reprogrammed cells. If the accessed page belongs to normal block, regular read
operation is performed to get data from TLC cells.
3.3 Reprogram Operation Verification
To verify the feasibility of reprogram operations on 3D TLC SSDs, we evaluate them on YEESTOR
9083 flash memory testing platform [22, 59] with Micron B17A Series NAND flash chips [46].
YEESTOR 9083 flash memory testing platform, is a high-reliability and high-performance flash
memory controller that enables users to implement specified flash memory solutions.
As discussed earlier, reprogram operation is enabled as one of the old two bits has been invalidated in a cell. Since there are many word lines in a block in 3D TLC SSDs, flash cells in a word
line may be invalidated and rewritten whenever necessary, and not follow conventional sequential program order. With the capability of reprogramming, in our verification design, we relax
the restriction of sequential order among word lines through two steps. In the first step, the restriction of sequential order among word lines in a layer is relaxed. All word lines in a layer are
reprogrammed in a random order while layers are reprogrammed sequentially. Such a reprogramming scheme is termed as “One-Layer Reprogram” (OLR) in this work. In the second step, the
restriction of sequential order among layers is relaxed by reprogramming word lines in multiple
layers in a somewhat random order. We term such scheme as “Multi-Layer Reprogram” (MLR).
More details about OLR and MLR will be presented in the following subsections. In the verification
design, to show the maximal capability of a cell to be reprogrammed, each cell in the following
experiments is reprogrammed four times to completely shift the initial voltage distribution to the
rightmost side.
3.3.1 One-Layer Reprogram. Evaluation Methodology: For the OLR scheme, initially, all
word lines within each layer are sequentially programmed such that all flash cells in each word
line are programmed in an MLC mode. Then, word lines in the layer are randomly selected to
reprogram flash cells by moving the first four states to the rightmost four states step by step. To
evaluate the reliability of OLR, the worst voltage distribution (ER∼P7) of a cell is evaluated and
presented in Figure 4, where the x-axis represents the voltage threshold and the y-axis represents
the number of flash cells falling into different voltage states. For OLR, one program operation is
carried to initialize the voltage distribution and four reprogram operations are performed to move
first four voltage states (including the ER state) to the following states. As shown in the figure,
these voltage states are distributed to different threshold voltage ranges separately.
Reliability Impact of OLR: To analyze the impact of reprogramming on reliability, the maximum and average numbers of bit errors per page are evaluated. There are two types of read
methods for reading and checking the raw data on each page. The first read method uses default
voltage offsets (DVO), and the second read method adopts voltage calibration that can minimize
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Fig. 4. Voltage distribution after implementing OLR.

the number of page bit errors by applying optimized voltage offset (OVO) between every two
neighboring states [4, 6, 23, 46], which has been used in SSD products. The results of maximum
and average numbers of page bit errors collected by these two read methods are presented in the
second row of Table 2. In contrast, the results of the conventional program scheme are evaluated
as well and presented in the first row of this table. As we can see, with the voltage calibration read
method, the numbers of maximum and average page bit errors are increased by 4 and 1, respectively, from the conventional program scheme. Given the strong ECC capability (e.g., 80bits/1KB)
in modern SSD products [23, 46]), the increased number of page bit errors resulted from OLR is
negligible. Therefore, we conclude that reprogramming flash cells layer by layer in 3D TLC SSDs
is effective and reliable.
3.3.2 Multi-Layer Reprogram. To relax the restriction of sequential order among layers, in our
design, we group multiple physical layers as a reprogrammable super layer (R-SL). Inside each
R-SL, physical layers are reprogrammed in a random order, while R-SLs are programmed in sequence.
ACM Transactions on Storage, Vol. 18, No. 1, Article 9. Publication date: January 2022.
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Table 2. Bit Errors of Conventional Scheme, OLR, and MLR

# of Page Bit Errors
Conventional Program
One-Layer Reprogram
Two-Layer Reprogram
Three-Layer Reprogram

Max
889
1,428
1,851
2,096

DVO
Mean
291
432
438
349

Max
6
10
46
234

OVO
Mean
1
2
9
11

Fig. 5. Worst cases of voltage distributions with implementing MLRs.

Evaluation Methodology: We measured the feasibility of MLR starting with a super layer
containing two physical layers. The evaluation methodology is similar to that for the OLR. Initially,
all word lines in a super layer are sequentially programmed, and all cells are programmed as an
MLC utilizing only the ER∼P3 states. Then, reprogram operations are carried out in randomly
selected word lines to move the first four states to the rightmost four states step by step. To evaluate
the reliability of MLR with two-layer reprogramming, the worst voltage distribution of a cell is
presented in Figure 5(a), where eight states can still be clearly distinguished by reference voltages.
When MLR is evaluated with three physical layers per super layer, the worst voltage distribution
tends to be error-prone, as seen in Figure 5(b). In this figure, the left tails of some voltage states
are largely stretched across reference voltages.
Reliability Impact of MLR: Quantitatively, the maximum and average page bit errors per
page of MLR with two-layer reprogramming are 46 and 9, respectively, as presented in the last
two rows of Table 2, which can still be corrected by ECC. However, as the number of physical
layers per super layer increases to three, MLR produces too many bit errors to be correctable (234
in maximum and 11 on average), due to a large overlap between adjacent voltage states in the far
right, as seen in Figure 5(b). Those errors indicate that MLR with three layers per super page may
not be reliable enough, especially in the evaluated 3D TLC flash chips, considering there are other
error sources such as P/E cycles induced errors and retention error [4]. When we further increased
the size of super layers, the number of bit errors per page is increased to thousands even under read
voltage calibration. The voltage distribution becomes worse. Therefore, the maximum number
of physical layers that can be reprogrammed as a super layer in this work is set to two.
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3.3.3 Reliability Discussion. We first discuss why reprogram operations introduce challenges
in maintaining reliability. Then, we give further evaluations on reliability when aggregating all
error sources from reprogramming, P/E cycle, and retention.
Reliability Challenges: There are two main reasons for reprogram operation to challenge
reliability: cell-to-cell interference [4, 7] and background pattern dependency (BPD) [13, 31, 36].
The former is slightly weaker and the latter is dominant in harming reliability.
First, reprogram operation will aggravate its harm to the reliability due to the impact of cell-tocell interference, which is highly related to how many times neighboring cells are programmed
or reprogrammed [7]. In the OLR and MLR evaluated above, each cell is programmed once and
reprogrammed four more times to fully moving voltage state to the rightmost side, causing four
more times cell-to-cell interference to neighboring cells. Put it in another way, each cell receives
four more times cell-to-cell interference from reprogramming on top of the cell from program
operations in the conventional scheme. However, in real SSD products, with applying voltage
distribution arrangement, a cell can only be reprogrammed twice at most so that the impact of the
cell-to-cell interference can be further mitigated.
Second, BPD means the current-voltage characteristic of a cell can be affected by whether other
cells in the same cell string (a cell string means flash cells sharing the same bit line) have been programmed or reprogrammed. The resistance of a cell string increases as more cells are programmed
in the same string [31]. Therefore, BPD makes the electrons hard to be injected into a cell if there
are cells atop already programmed [44]. To suppress the reliability impact from BPD, a sequential
program order is placed to program word lines from the bottom (closest to the source line+) to the
top (closest to the bit line contact), as shown in Figure 1. However, the proposed OLR and MLR
break conventional sequential program orders, aggravating the reliability impact from BPD. As a
result, some cells cannot be reprogrammed to the desired state within the manufacturer guaranteed maximum times of program and verify iterations, creating the left tail of voltage distribution,
as depicted in Figure 5. In addition, such a left shift in voltage distribution also shows that BPD
is the chief influence on reliability, as cell-to-cell interference tends to shift voltage distribution to
the right side [7].
Reliability Impact from Other Error Sources: Here we quantitatively analyze how reprogram operations worsen reliability when there are already error sources such as P/E cycles and
retention time.
First, we test the reliability of cells when they are stressed under both P/E cycles and reprogramming. An experiment is constructed by reprogramming two blocks with two types of P/Es, the
normal P/E and reprogram P/E. The former means a block is repeatedly programmed and erased
without reprogram operations, and the latter means a block is worn by repeated MLR with twolayer reprogramming and normal erase operations. After 1 K normal and reprogram P/E cycles on
two blocks, the maximum and average numbers of bit errors per page are collected and presented in
the left two columns of Table 3 (under w/o Retention). Compared to normal P/Es, reprogram P/Es
increase the maximum and the average number of bit errors by 7 and 4, respectively. Such a slight
increase in page bit errors can be easily corrected by ECC. Moreover, the experiment also proves
that reprogramming a cell multiple times before an erase operation induces little wear stress on a
cell. The reason is that the stress duration of erase operation is much longer than that of program
and reprogram operations [29]. That is, the main wear stress on a cell comes from erase operation
even when a cell is reprogrammed multiple times.
Second, we test the reliability with further error sources from retention when the cells are already stressed under P/E cycles and reprogramming. The above evaluated chip is heated to 120◦ C
for three hours, of which the effective retention time is 1 year under 40◦ C [2, 3]. The maximum
and average numbers of page bit errors per page collected by reading voltage calibration are
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Table 3. Page Bit Errors Under Different Retention Time and
Two Types of P/E Cycles

# of Page Bit Errors
Normal P/E
Reprogram P/E

w/o Retention
Max
Mean
20
5
27
9

w/Retention
Max
Mean
100
34
121
49

presented in the right two columns of Table 3. Compared to normal P/E, reprogram P/E increases
the maximum and average numbers of page bit errors by 21 and 15, respectively. In the worst case,
after 1 K reprogram P/E and 1-year retention under 40◦ C, there are 121-bit errors per page, which
still can be corrected by ECC. Notice that, according to the results presented in Tables 2 and 3, the
maximum number of bit errors after 1 K reprogram P/E cycles (27) is even smaller than that of
MLR with two-layer reprogramming without P/E impact (49). The reason is that the chips evaluated in these two experiments are different but with the same specification. We remark here that
the impact of process variation (PV) [51, 54] dominates error rates over reprogramming.
Based on the above results, we conclude that the reprogram operation still is reliable enough
even when P/E cycles and retention time are considered.
Risk of Capacity Loss: By degenerating TLC to MLC, the number of bit-per-cell is reduced
from three to two, causing capacity loss of SSD. On the other hand, if data is frequently updated, reprogramming can write more bits into a cell before an erase, increasing effective capacity. Hence,
reprogramming hot data is more beneficial than cold data in terms of capacity. However, if the
hotness of programmed data cools down and remains valid, the reprogram operation on this cell
will be prohibited, thereby resulting in capacity loss. Moreover, given the sequential order among
R-SLs, previous R-SLs are not allowed to be reprogrammed again once the next R-SL is activated.
Thus, the capacity may become lost while flash cells in the previous R-SL have not been reprogrammed. An extreme case is that each reprogrammable layer is programmed into MLC mode but
never reprogrammed. Then one-third of capacity is lost.
However, such capacity loss does not have lasting effects on SSD, due to the GC process that
is used inside SSD to reclaim invalid or lost space. In this work, if there exists lost space, GC is
activated to move valid data from reprogrammable blocks to normal blocks as cold data [57], and
then, the reprogrammable block is erased and reset to a normal block. Additionally, if only hot data
can be reprogrammed, most data in reprogrammable blocks tend to be invalid as each page can only
be programmed twice. Hence, reprogrammable blocks are more likely to be GC-friendly, meaning
that they require less copies for valid data. Since hot data is frequently invalidated and updated,
reprogram operation induced page bit errors will not be propagated by reading and rewriting
updated data.
Selective Reprogram: Based on the above analysis, we draw the conclusion that reprogramming flash cells in 3D TLC SSDs is feasible but should be applied selectively. First, a flash cell
can be reprogrammed only when some of the programmed bits are invalidated. Second, the maximum number of physical layers per R-SL should not exceed two for reliability reasons (according
to the chips we tested). Third, to avoid capacity loss, only hot data that can be updated soon is
suggested to be reprogrammed.
4

THE DESIGN OF RESSD SYSTEM

Following the restrictions above, an ReSSD design is proposed, as outlined in Figure 6. Inside
ReSSD, the hotness of each write request is detected by the Hotness Filter module. Hot write requests are reprogrammed and cold write requests are regularly programmed. TimeStamp Recording
and Reprogram Reference modules are used to assist reprogram operation. Then, another function,
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Fig. 6. The overview of ReSSD system design.

termed Fully Invalidated, is added to passively invalidate cooling data in reprogrammable block
and make sure all data in reprogrammable block can be invalidated soon.
4.1 Selecting Hot Writes for Reprogramming
To detect hot write requests, Hotness Filter defines the hotness of each write request and determine
where hot requests should be written to. The filter follows these two rules:
Rule 1: Only updated requests are selected as hot write requests, as most updated data has high
potential to be updated again;
Rule 2: Writes with similar hotness are placed in the same block.
In this work, we categorize the hotness of write requests into four levels based on the update
time interval between two continuous writes accessing the same data. In detail, data to be updated either within 30 minutes, between 30 minutes and 60 minutes, or between 60 minutes and
120 minutes is defined as hot data. For data that never be updated or to be updated over 120 minutes, it is defined as cold data. Within 120 minutes, most data in server workloads are updated
according to [14]. Such update time interval calculation requires to record the arrival time of each
write. However, maintaining timestamps of all write requests is space-consuming; thus, per-page
time stamp is replaced by block-level granularity timestamp, which is set as the arrival time of
first write request programmed to this block.
Based on the hotness determined by the update time interval, write requests are distributed
to the blocks containing data with the same hotness. In our design, flash blocks are divided into
Normal Blocks for regular TLC programming, and Repro. Blocks for reprogramming. We use a
simple example illustrated in Figure 7 to show how data are distributed among those two types of
blocks. When the first arriving write ❶ is programmed to Normal Block 0, the timestamp of Normal
Block 0 is set to TS 1. Later when the same data is updated, it is considered hot by calculating the
inter arrival time between TS 1 and its arrival time, and the update is placed in Repro. Block 1 and
block timestamp of Repro. Block 1 is set to TS 2. Here, the first super layer is created and the two
updates ❷ and ❸ are allocated to this super layer. Suppose, there are some other updates land in
this super layer, and it becomes no longer reprogrammable (all data are valid), a second super layer
is activated to host future updates. Suppose, the same data is updated at the third time (❹), it is
now allocated to one word line in the second super layer. Recall that each Repro. Block maintains
only one active super layer, the timestamp of Repro. Block 1 is updated to TS 4.
4.2 Writing a Super Layer in Reprogrammable Block
We use an example to explain how writes are programmed and reprogrammed in the R-SL, as
illustrated in Figure 8. We assume that there is one physical layer per R-SL and each physical layer
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Fig. 7. Hotness based data reprogramming.

Fig. 8. An example of implementing reprogram operation on R-SL.

contains four-word lines. Each word line is first programmed utilizing states ER∼P3, termed MLC
Program, and then reprogrammed twice utilizing remaining states. Figure 8 shows these steps in
four columns where the first two represent the status of the two bits written in the MLC. At time
❶, there are eight updates arriving, which have the same hotness and they access the same R-SL.
Each paired writes (e.g.,<P0,P1>) are first written via MLC programming. After writing the first
two pairs, <p3> in the third pair invalidates its previous version in WL1 and writes new data to
WL2. Similarly, <p0> in the fourth pair also invalidates the previous version in WL0 and writes
new data to WL3. When all word lines in the super layer have been programmed in the MLC mode,
reprogramming begins. At time ❷, three more writes arrive, in which <P6> is a new write request
and <p4>, <p1> invalidate and update their previous data. Since a previous version of <P0> has
been invalidated in WL0, <P6> can be reprogrammed in WL0. For the remaining two updates, their
previous versions in WL2 and WL0 are invalidated first. Then, new data is reprogrammed to WL1
and WL2 that still can be reprogrammed. At time ❸, since previous data of <P1> in WL0 has been
invalidated and WL0 has not been reprogrammed, <P8> can be reprogrammed, paring with <P6>.
Totally, two reprogram operations are executed on WL0. Notice that, if <p1> is first written to the
super layer at time ❷, the previous version of <p1> in WL0 is invalidated, making both of old
two pages in WL0 invalid. To reprogram new data of <p1> to WL0, we assume there still exists
one valid page so as to match one of the four 2-bit value transitions presented in the middle of
Figure 3.
After time ❸, each word line in this super layer maintains two valid pages, prohibiting future
reprogramming. Moreover, WL1, WL2, and WL3 still that have not been fully reprogrammed are
facing the risk of capacity loss. Thus, we suspend the current reprogrammable block as a candidate block, and select another available reprogrammable block. For candidate blocks, they can
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be switched back to reprogrammable blocks proactively or passively. If valid pages in candidate
blocks are proactively invalidated by host updates, the corresponding word lines in this block are
set to be reprogrammable again. However, if there are no available reprogrammable blocks but
still some candidate blocks, the latter should be reused with higher priority to avoid the greedy
allocation of reprogrammable blocks. In this casevalid pages in the candidate block should be Fully
Invalidated and migrated to normal TLC block passively.
4.3 Greedy Reclamation
If there exists a word line that has not been fully reprogrammed, valid pages as cooling data, are
passively invalidated and migrated to normal TLC blocks, termed Greedy Reclamation, making
candidate blocks reprogrammable again. Greedy reclamation not only avoids capacity loss but
also can reduce GC cost by moving valid pages in advance. Such invalidation also helps to correct
errors created by reprograms as they are moved to normal TLC blocks. In addition, since only hot
data is selected and reprogrammed, the cooling data that needs to be invalidated and migrated
passively only account for a small part of overall reprogrammed data. On one hand, if there is idle
time, greedy reclamation is performed without delaying host requests. On the other hand, if there
exist incoming requests as greedy reclamation is being executed, candidate block is reclaimed at
the penalty of blocking host requests.
To minimize such a conflict, the write-back registers equipped for one-shot programming in
3D TLC SSDs are leveraged. In our design, the candidate block with the fewest valid pages is
selected and its valid pages are moved to the write-back registers. During this process, valid pages
are read into the SSD controller firstly, and then, ECC is carried to perform error correction for
avoiding error propagation, especially for reprogrammed data, which is error-prone. After that,
valid pages are moved to write-back registers. To hide the latency of valid page migration, they
are programmed to a normal TLC block accompanied with incoming host write requests. At each
time, the number of valid pages being read out from a candidate block is decided by the number
of current hosts write requests accessing the write-back registers. One or two valid pages should
be read out to form a three-page word line written to a normal TLC block. As shown in Figure 9,
valid pages in a R-SL are migrated to the normal TLC block word line by word line. If the current
word line (WL0 in Figure 9) contains two valid pages, only one host write request is allowed to be
transferred to the write-back register for constructing a new one-shot programming. Otherwise,
such as WL1 in Figure 9, the write-back registers are occupied by one valid page from the candidate
block and two hosts write requests. According to the settings of 3D TLC SSDs in Section 7, within
each R-SL, there are four-word lines in a R-SL, meaning at most each word line maintains four
valid pages and a total of eight valid pages in a R-SL should be sequentially migrated. Thus the
overhead of reclaiming a candidate block is at most two valid page reads per host write request.
4.4

Discussion

4.4.1 Overhead Analysis. Space for storing metadata: In this work, we assume a 576 GB 3D
TLC SSD containing 64 planes, 1,536 blocks per plane, and 384 pages per block. The detailed parameters and configurations can be found in Section 7. The overhead of implementing ReSSD
comes from four aspects. First, each block maintains a 4-byte timestamp [42, 55], which sum up to
384 KB for the entire SSD. Second, in this work, we divide data hotness into four levels and data
with the top three levels is reprogrammed. Therefore, for each block, a 2-bit tag is added to represent four types of hotness levels. In addition, another 1-bit tag is added to distinguish candidate
and reprogrammable block. Totally, 36 KB is required for those information. Third, in traditional
SSD, each plane is equipped with a pointer to record active blocks. While proposed ReSSD is employed, additional three-pointers per plane are required to record in-plane addresses of three active
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Fig. 9. Migrating valid pages to a normal TLC block accompanied with host write requests.

reprogrammable blocks with different hotness. Based on the total block number of each plane, each
pointer needs 11 bits. In addition, to record the address of the current reprogrammable word line,
three 7-bit pointers are required per plane. Totally, additional 432 bytes are needed for the entire
3D TLC SSD. Fourth, the status of each word line should be maintained, which requires 2-bit to
record RPCnt, 2-bit to record Distribution ID, and 2-bit to record Validity. Therefore, the space overhead of word line status is 9 MB. In total, less than 10 MB additional space for each 3D TLC SSD
is required. On the other hand, for reprogrammable blocks, since each word line only contains
two pages at any time, the space cost of address mappings can be reduced to 2/3 of a normal TLC
block. Since the space cost for each mapping entry (recording the paired addresses from logical
address to physical address) is 7 bytes, the saved space of mappings per block reaches to 128 ×
8 bytes = 896 bytes as a total of 128 mapping entries are saved. That is, if there are 12 blocks being
reprogrammed, the additional space cost can be covered by the saved space of mappings (12 ×
896 bytes = 10.5 MB).
4.4.2 Power Failure Recovery. ReSSD requires additional metadata to make it work. Totally,
there are four types of metadata, including timestamp recorder, hotness tag, and block type tag,
active block pointer, and word line status, which are stored in the buffer of SSD. If there exists a
capacitor inside SSD for avoiding data loss caused by sudden power failure, metadata can be written back to flash memory with the aid of the capacitor. Otherwise, flash pages in ReSSD should
be scanned to recover the required metadata. Firstly, for word line status, which is critical for correctly reading data from reprogrammed flash pages, it also should be maintained in the OOB space.
In each flash page’s OOB, only 3-bit space is required to record current word line status while each
word line contains two flash pages in this work. Therefore, if a sudden power failure occurs, word
line status still can be reconstructed. But for the other three types of metadata, we propose to
reconstruct it by setting all current blocks as normal blocks after restarting the system.
In addition, if there is a non-completed reprogram operation while sudden power failure occurs,
original data in the reprogrammed word line is able to be lost. To solve this problem, on the one
hand, the capacitor can be engineered to continue supply power for reprogram operation. On the
other hand, a backup-based programming scheme, which has been adopted in traditional SSDs,
can be used in ReSSD to store the copies of programmed data to a preserved space (such as LSB
pages) for avoiding data loss caused by power failure [52].
4.4.3 Latency of a Reprogram Operation. Finally, reprogramming a word line is carried in two
steps. First, the word line status information including RPCnt and Distribution ID are checked
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Fig. 10. Normalized number of parity writes and average parity update time.

(“Reprogram Reference” in Figure 6), and the data is read out from the word line. Those information are used to determine how many times the word line has been reprogrammed and the
location of the current state, which is used to determine how to shift state in the reprogramming.
Therefore, compared with conventional program operation, the reprogram operation experiences
an additional read time. However, benefiting from the fewer voltage states covered by arranged
voltage distribution, a cell is reprogrammed with fewer charging cycles, resulting actual smaller latency than a full program operation [15]. As a result, the total latency including the read overhead
is still smaller than that of the conventional program operation (detailed parameters are shown in
Table 4).
5 CASE STUDY: RESSD IN RAID 5
The ideal application of ReSSD design should be update-intensive, which quickly invalidates previous data in the reprogrammable blocks. In this work, 3D TLC SSD-based RAID 5 systems, which
requires significant capacity consumption and frequent updates to parity data, is selected as a
typical application to verify the effectiveness of ReSSD design in RAID 5 systems [11, 30, 49].
In RAID 5 systems, the adopted Stripe and Parity Protection can introduce significant write
amplification, which will accelerate capacity consumption and trigger frequent GCs. To verify the
severity of this problem, first, the number of parity accompanied by user data writes should be
evaluated. The RAID 5 setting is configured based on /drivers/md/ module of Linux Kernel 5.0.2
Version, where a maximum stripe count is set as the maximum cached stripe number to realize the
cache function for reducing the update frequency of parity data [16, 27, 38]. As shown in Figure 10,
on average, the number of parity writes, which is normalized to total user writes, reaches 88.1%.
Such a large parity writes will occupy a lot of physical pages, causing frequent GC activities and a
negative impact on performance and endurance. Second, the average parity update time interval
is also evaluated and normalized to user data update time interval. On average, the parity update
time interval presented in Figure 10 is reduced by 32.3%. The update time interval decrease comes
from the design principle of parity protection, which requires parity to be updated while any user
data in the same stripe is written or updated.
In addition, the update frequency of all write operations (including user writes and parity writes)
is evaluated and presented in the form of Zipfian distribution as shown in Figure 11 [56]. The
x-axis shows the count of logical addresses accessed by write operations at flash page granularity,
and the y-axis represents the number of update operations on each logical address. This figure
shows that only a small part of logical addresses tend to be frequently accessed by update requests, while the rest are barely updated. On average, 73.9% of update operations occur in 20%
of logical addresses (80/20 rule [17]). Therefore, to mitigate the impact of frequent parity update
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Fig. 11. Zipfian distribution of IO requests.

operation, the proposed ReSSD design is employed in 3D TLC SSD based RAID 5 system, called as
Reprogrammable 3D TLC SSD-based RAID 5 system (RSS-RAID).
6 EXPLORING THE POTENTIAL OF REPROGRAMMING
Thanks to the reliability issue, each R-SL only contains two physical layers and R-SLs in a block
should be programmed in sequential order. In order to further explore the benefits from RSS-RAID,
we try to release the reprogram constraint, invalidating cooling data with more flexible. Therefore,
two approaches are designed from two aspects: First, a new approach termed V-SL, is constructed
to reprogram physical layers across R-SLs. Such a V-SL can be integrated into RSS-RAID without
aggravating reliability problems. Second, we conduct ideal cases where the reliability issue is out
of consideration. The solution is to gradually release the number of physical layers that can be
reprogrammed randomly from 2 to 64 (maximal number of physical layers per block in this work).
The ideal case is implemented as the baseline for showing the potential of RSS-RAID with V-SL. In
detail, the implementation of the ideal case is the same as the original RSS-RAID design. When the
number of maximal reprogrammable layers in a block is larger than 2, all word lines in a super layer
are programmed as MLC mode firstly, and then, reprogram operations are randomly performed.
6.1

Reprogramming Across R-SLs

In the above-mentioned reprogramming approach, each R-SL is mapped to fixed physical layers,
and neighboring R-SLs are completely isolated and programmed in sequential order. Such a process makes flash cells cannot be reprogrammed across R-SLs, causing more valid page migration
triggered by Fully Invalidated. Therefore, in the following design, we attempt to reprogram flash
cells across two neighboring R-SLs for reducing valid page migration. The key solution is to construct a V-SL, which contains the second physical layer of the previous R-SL and the first physical
layer of the next R-SL. Thus V-SL design enlarges the possibility of invalidating valid pages proactively. The reason comes from two aspects: First, valid pages residing in the first physical layer of
V-SL can be further held and wait for the following updates; Second, data written to the second
physical layer of the V-SL tends to be stored longer as next R-SL has not been activated.
To construct a V-SL, candidate block that is going to be reclaimed is selected as the target. During
the process of data migration from candidate block to normal block, when valid pages in the first
physical layer of the current R-SL have been migrated, reclamation process is paused. And then,
reprogram operations can be performed in the first physical layer. After that, the next two physical
layers (one from the current R-SL, one from the next R-SL) are grouped as a V-SL, of which physical
layers can be randomly reprogrammed with the same restrictions of reprogramming 3D TLC. Take
Figure 12 as an example where four physical layers exist in a block. We assume all word lines in
each physical layer have been fully reprogrammed except for WL0, WL4, WL8, and WL12. When
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Fig. 12. Reprogramming flash cells across R-SLs.

pages in the first physical layer are moved, the candidate block is switched to reprogrammable
block again and reprogram operations are performed in WL0. After that, the second physical layer
of R-SL0 and the first physical layer of R-SL1 are grouped as V-SL0. For the first physical layer
of V-SL0, its valid pages still are stored and able to be invalidated by following updates. In the
meanwhile, WL8 resided in the second physical layer of V-SL0 can be programmed by host writes
in MLC mode at Step ❶. In this figure, at Step ❷, valid page in WL4 resided in the first physical
layer of V-SL0 is invalidated by update request. Benefiting from this, WL4 can be reprogrammed
again at Step ❸ without passively migrating valid page to normal TLC block. Additionally, before
releasing V-SL0 and setting the current R-SL to R-SL1, any update on valid page in WL8 is allowed
as well. Thus, such a V-SL design enlarges the opportunity of invalidating valid pages proactively.
In the end, if WL4 has been fully reprogrammed, V-SL0 is released and the current R-SL is set to
R-SL1. Otherwise, the block is switched to candidate block until valid pages in WL4 of V-SL0 are
proactively or passively invalidated.
6.1.1 Reliability Issue. The V-SL design does not violate the restrictions of reprogram operation.
First, each word line still is reprogrammed twice at most; thus, the program and reprogram interference from neighboring word lines is the same as the original ReSSD design; Second, physical
layers in the V-SL are programmed or reprogrammed only when the last physical layer in the previous super layer has been fully reprogrammed. Take Figure 12 as an example. WL4 and WL8 are
programmed and reprogrammed after WL0 has been reprogrammed twice. That is, super layers
in a block still are reprogrammed in a sequential order, which follows the restriction of reprogram
operation verified in Section 3.3.
7 EXPERIMENT
7.1 Experimental Setup
Simulated SSD-based RAID 5 System: A workload-driven flash memory simulator, SSDSim
[26], is used in this work. To match the characteristics of 3D TLC SSD-based RAID 5 system, three
modifications are made in SSDSim. First, the parameters of simulated single SSD are configured
based on a state-of-the-art 3D TLC SSD, as shown in Table 4. Second, one-shot programming is
added in SSDSim. Third, multiple modified 3D TLC SSDs employing ReSSD design are organized
as a RAID 5, where the RAID 5 controller and its configurations are implemented based on /drivers/md/ module of Linux Kernel 5.0.2 Version. The bottom of Table 4 shows the configurations of
RAID 5. In addition, other default management mechanisms are also implemented in each SSD controller, including page mapping-based flash translation layer [1], static WL [9], static DA [26], and
greedy-based GC [19]. The evaluated latencies of reprogram and read operations are presented
in the middle two rows of Table 4. The results show that program and reprogram latencies on
the reprogrammable blocks are slightly smaller than the natural program latency of 3D TLC SSD.
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Table 4. Parameters of Simulated 3D TLC SSD-based RAID 5 System [14, 46]

Parameters
Number of Channels
Chips per Channel
Dies per Chip
Planes per Die
Blocks per Plane
Pages per Block
Page Size
Reprogram Scheme
Tr eдul ar p (in Page)
Tr (in Page)
RAID 5 Configuration
Number of SSDs
Pages per Chunk

Value
4
4
2
2
1,536
384
16 KB
Value
2,675 us
53 us
Value
4
64

Parameters
Layers per Block
Tr (in Page)
Tp (in Page)
Te (in Block)
Data Transfer Rate
GC Threshold
Initial Data
Reprogram Scheme
Tr ep (in Page)

Value
64
66 us
3,000 us
10 ms
400 MB/s
8%
92%
Value
2,705 us

RAID 5 Configuration
Chunk per Stripe
Max Stripe Count

Value
4
256

This is because the voltage distance of each program or reprogram operation is reduced. Similarly,
the read latency is reduced as well thanks to the reduced number of sensing operations in each
reprogrammed cell.
For the hotness determination, three update time points that divide hotness into four zones are
set to 30, 60, and 120 minutes, respectively. The percentages of the four zones are listed in Table 5.
Note that, only updated write requests are counted. And we can see that, within 120 minutes, most
data in selected server workloads are updated. Averagely, more than 70% of updated writes belong
to Zone1–3, where the data can benefit from reprogram operation. For the baseline, host write
requests are distributed to blocks based on their hotness as well.
In the experiments, TLC SSD is selected as the comparison target instead of MLC SSD. The
reasons come from two aspects: First, basic ReSSD design is an optimized architecture of TLC
SSD, which aims at achieving better performance, endurance and stores more data only when
frequently updated data is reprogrammed. As a reasonable comparison, TLC SSD is selected as the
target comparison because ReSSD should achieve the same results as TLC SSD, while all incoming
data is cold. Second, proposed reprogram operation is conducted based on TLC cells, where eight
voltage states can be used to perform one program operation and two reprogram operations. But
if an MLC cell is used, proposed reprogram operation does not work because there are not enough
states that can be used to store additional data without narrowing the voltage state margin.
Workloads: A set of MSR Cambridge workloads [50] are used as user data workloads in RAID 5
system. For parity requests, they are generated based on /drivers/md/ module of Linux Kernel 5.0.2
Version. The characteristics of workloads are presented in Table 6. Note that, Write Pct, Update
Pct, WS, RS, WV, and RV indicate the percentages of write requests, the percentages of update
requests, average write/read request size, and write/read data volume.
7.2 Experimental Results
Proposed RSS-RAID is evaluated without and with V-SL, respectively. In first part, several metrics
are defined to show the improvements of endurance, saved capacity, and performance of RSSRAID without V-SL (termed RSS-RAID). Then, RSS-RAID is implemented with V-SL to indicate
the efficiency of proposed V-SL design (termed RSS-RAID w/V-SL).
7.2.1 Flash Page Consumption Analysis. Physical Page Consumption (PPC) is evaluated to
show the number of flash pages being written during run time. Although reprogram operation
supports writing four-page data into a single word line, from the perspective of users, the number
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Table 5. The Percentages of Four Zones

Workloads
HM_0
HM_1
PRN_0
PRN_1
PROJ_1
PROJ_3
PROJ_4
RSRCH
SRC1_2
SRC2_0
SRC2_2
STG_0
WDEV_0
PRXY_0
USR_0

Zone1 Pct
29.0%
21.7%
51.7%
39.6%
16.9%
32.0%
28.4%
22.5%
39.0%
28.0%
22.3%
21.6%
29.7%
57.5%
26.6%

Zone2 Pct
18.4%
35.0%
26.0%
21.7%
67.9%
31.1%
23.7%
16.5%
24.2%
22.4%
21.7%
15.2%
24.8%
13.6%
21.4%

Zone3 Pct
12.4%
13.7%
7.1%
13.6%
7.6%
13.9%
13.5%
13.3%
12.8%
15.2%
20.6%
25.2%
13.0%
12.9%
14.7%

Zone4 Pct
40.2%
29.6%
15.2%
25.1%
7.6%
23.0%
34.4%
47.6%
24.0%
34.4%
35.4%
38.0%
32.5%
16.0%
37.3%

Table 6. The Characteristics of Evaluated Workloads

Workloads
HM_0
HM_1
PRN_0
PRN_1
PROJ_1
PROJ_3
PROJ_4
RSRCH
SRC1_2
SRC2_0
SRC2_2
STG_0
WDEV_0
PRXY_0
USR_0

Write Pct
75.1%
3.1%
89.3%
31.1%
9.4%
9.8%
3.7%
90.9%
84.5%
86.4%
71.8%
76.7%
80.4%
97.0%
63.1%

Update Pct
91.7%
74.3%
81.0%
61.1%
25.3%
36.6%
61.7%
97.7%
98.3%
95.2%
51.6%
97.3%
96.6%
97.9%
95.0%

WS(KB)
11.2
22.9
14.0
13.8
22.2
30.1
14.8
12.7
44.9
11.0
57.8
12.7
12.1
6.3
13.6

RS(KB)
11.7
18.1
26.6
17.7
43.2
15.1
10.3
15.7
16.9
12.6
88.5
33.6
16.5
9.7
47.1

WV(GB)
7.95
0.35
11.77
4.05
1.97
2.78
0.51
10.90
35.81
8.99
39.18
9.19
9.21
5.75
8.07

RV(GB)
2.74
8.54
2.69
11.54
36.93
12.87
9.37
1.35
2.48
1.63
23.56
7.39
3.05
0.27
16.42

of consumed flash pages still is three and the number of the consumed word line is one. Results
are presented in Figure 13, where the number of PPC of RSS-RAID 5 system is evaluated and normalized to the baseline. On average, compared with the baseline, PPC of RSS-RAID is reduced to
70.1%, which can be broken into three parts, including write requests induced PPC (flash page consumption caused by normal write requests and reprogram-based write requests), GC writes (flash
page consumption caused by GC induced valid page writes) induced PPC, and Fully Invalidated
writes induced PPC ( Fully Invalidated Writes refer to the process of moving cooling pages from
candidate blocks to normal TLC blocks). On average, these three pages account for 34.5%, 51.1%,
and 14.4% of the total PCC of RSS-RAID, respectively.
Compared with the baseline, write requests induced PPC of RSS-RAID is reduced to 68.4%. As
Fully Invalidated writes can reduce GC cost by moving valid pages in advance, the total PPC resulting from Fully Invalidated writes and GC writes in RSS-RAID is reduced to 72.1%, compared
with the baseline. Based on the results, one can see that RSS-RAID can achieve significant PPC
decreases. The reasons come from two aspects: First, reprogram operation is able to increase the
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Fig. 13. Normalized physical flash page decrease.

Fig. 14. Normalized total GC time cost.

number of pages written in a word line. Second, reprogram operation can also reduce GC count
and cost by storing more data into each block and erasing a block with less valid page migrations
(details can be found in Section 7.2.2.)
7.2.2 GC Evaluation and Analysis. In this subsection, first, total GC numbers of the baseline
and RSS-RAID are evaluated. There are two types of GCs in flash memory, including GC with
valid page migration and direct GC (erasing a block without a valid page inside). If there are more
blocks that can be reclaimed by direct GCs, the performance can be improved due to less valid
page migration costs. On average, the total GC number of RSS-RAID is reduced by 30.6%, of which
the number of GC with valid page migration is reduced by 49.4% and the number of direct GC is
increased by 10.9 times. The reasons are as follows: First, reprogram operation can reduce physical
page consumption, triggering fewer GC activities; Second, reprogrammable blocks can be erased
by direct GCs when cooling valid pages in blocks that have been moved out in advance by Fully
Invalidation. In the evaluation, the number of blocks erased by Fully Invalidation is counted only
when valid page migration caused by Fully Invalidation has been performed in the erased block.
As the total number of GC decreases significantly, the total GC time cost can also be reduced
significantly. As shown in Figure 14, on average, the total GC time cost is reduced by 48.3%. This is
because the total GC count is reduced and more GCs are processed without valid page migration.
As a result, the effectiveness of GC can be improved by adopting RSS-RAID.
7.2.3 Endurance Improvement Analysis. Endurance of SSD is quantified by P/E cycles. In this
work, two metrics are determined to measure the endurance of 3D TLC-based RSS-RAID. First,
the number of GC count is evaluated and presented in Figure 15, where the numbers of GC with
valid page migration and direct GC (without valid page migration) are collected respectively. In
Figure 15, within the range of each workload, there exist two bars, of which the left one indicates
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Fig. 15. The number of GCs of baseline and RSS-RAID.

Fig. 16. The number of PWE of RSS-RAID.

the evaluated result of baseline and the right one means GC number of RSS-RAID. On average,
RSS-RAID can desirably reduce total GC number by 30.6% as fewer flash pages are consumed and
each page can be written with more data. Additionally, the percentage of direct GC also shows
a significant increase due to timely data invalidation. Since reprogram operation induced voltage
stress is quite small, the total GC (erase) count can be used to identify the lifetime of flash memory
from the perspective of SSD.
On the other hand, from the perspective of users, a metric, termed Page Writes per Erase
(PWE), is used to identify the endurance of flash memory [14]. When the total number of host
write requests is fixed, reprogram operation triggers fewer GCs so that the erase operation’s impact
on endurance is less. In this work, to combine the impact from program (reprogram) operation and
erase operation, PWE is defined to show the number of page writes between erases. The larger the
value of PWE is, the lesser the impact on endurance is caused. If PWE is increased, then the total
number of erase operations of the RSS-RAID system can be reduced, improving the endurance.
The evaluated results are presented in Figure 16, where the PWE of RSS-RAID is increased by
30.3% on average. The reason is that RSS-RAID not only increases the number of bits stored in a
cell but also significantly reduces the total erase count of GC activities. With the increase of PWE,
the endurance of RSS-RAID is improved.
7.2.4 Performance Impact Analysis. In order to reveal reprogram operation induced impact on
read and write performance of 3D TLC SSD-based RAID 5 system, the average read and write
latencies are evaluated and presented in Figure 17. In this figure, evaluated latency is normalized
to the baseline and one can observe that the read performance of RSS-RAID is slightly reduced
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Fig. 17. Normalized read/write latency of RSS-RAID.

Fig. 18. Normalized effective capacity increase.

compared with the baseline. This is because only two read sensing operations are required for
reading a reprogrammed page.
For write performance, on average, the write latency of RSS-RAID is reduced by 16.7% compared
with the baseline. Although the program and reprogram operations executed in reprogrammable
blocks can slightly reduce the latency, the benefit from one-shot programming is reduced
due to less data being programmed simultaneously, hindering the write performance. However,
the benefit from GC optimization can recover this negative impact, bringing better write performance of RSS-RAID.
7.2.5 Increased Effective Capacity. In this subsection, after running each workload, the effective
capacity represented by the number of free flash pages in the RAID 5 system is evaluated. Notice
that, in RSS-RAID scheme, if a block is reprogrammable, all word lines in this block are regarded
as MLC word line that only contains two pages. In Figure 18, the number of free flash pages of
RSS-RAID is normalized to that of the baseline. The number of free flash pages of RSS-RAID is
increased by 7.71% on average, compared with the baseline. Furthermore, RSS-RAID can achieve
at least 8% free page number increases for more than half of workloads (8 out of 15). This is because
each flash cell is able to store more bits before an erase operation.
However, for other workloads, such as PROJ_4, the number of free flash pages of RSS-RAID is
only increased by 1.25%, on average. The reason is that, since the numbers of total write requests
and update requests in PROJ_4 are small, only a few reprogrammable blocks can be frequently
accessed and reprogrammed to achieve effective capacity increases while other blocks are barely
accessed.
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Fig. 19. Normalized physical flash page decreases of RSS-RAID and ReSSD.

Fig. 20. Normalized number of PWEs of RSS-RAID and ReSSD.

Fig. 21. Normalized read/write latencis of RSS-RAID and ReSSD.

7.2.6 Comparison between RSS-RAID and ReSSD. In this section, PPC, PWE, and latency of
ReSSD are evaluated and the results are presented in the following figures. For PPC, as shown
in Figure 19, on average, ReSSD can achieve a 20.5% flash page consumption decrease, while
RSS-RAID reduces flash page consumption by 29.9%. The reason is that, RSS-RAID benefits from
the frequently updated data in RAID system. The same reason makes ReSSD achieve a smaller
PWE increase as well. In Figure 20, ReSSD increases PWE by 1.133 as RSS-RAID achieves a 30.3%
increase. For read and write latency, thanks to fewer flash pages are consumed by RSS-RAID, the
number of GC in RSS-RAID is smaller than ReSSD, making fewer read and write requests to be
delayed. As a result, as shown in Figure 21, read and write latencies of RSS-RAID are smaller than
that of ReSSD.
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Fig. 22. Comparison among baseline, MLC mode RAID and RSS-RAID.

7.2.7 Evaluation of MLC Mode RAID. In this subsection, conventional 3D TLC SSD is used as
3D MLC mode SSD by degenerating TLC to MLC. The most direct impact is that the capacity of
3D MLC mode SSD is reduced by 33.3% as only two bits are used per cell. The performance and
endurance of MLC mode SSD can be improved because of its advantages in faster program speed
and larger P/E cycles [45, 46].
First, the latency of programming MLC page via one-shot programming is set to 2,200 us. Results
are presented at the top of Figure 22, where the read and write latencies of RSS-RAID and MLC
mode RAID are normalized to the baseline. On average, the write latency of MLC mode RAID is
reduced by 27.8% while the write latency of RSS-RAID is reduced by 16.7%, compared with the
baseline. The main reason is that the latency of program operation on MLC is smaller than that
of conventional 3D TLC SSD and RSS-RAID 5 systems. However, since each block in MLC mode
SSD contains fewer flash pages, GC may be triggered more frequently, delaying more requests
and increasing request latency. Therefore, in some workloads (e.g., PROJ_1), the write latency of
MLC mode SSD is even larger than that of RSS-RAID. For read performance, MLC mode RAID and
RSS-RAID achieve 8.5% and 6.3% read latency reduction on average compared with the baseline.
Second, the results of PWE are evaluated and presented in the bottom of Figure 22. The
maximal number of P/E cycles of SSDs depends on the type of flash cells. Compared to TLC
cell, MLC cell has better endurance and its maximal number of P/E cycles is also larger
than TLC cell. In the experiment, the maximal numbers of P/E cycles of RSS-RAID and MLC
mode SSD are set to 1,500 and 30,000, respectively [45, 47]. Therefore, we have normalized
endurance=paдewrites/(erases/max_P/E). As a result, compared with baseline and RSS-RAID, the
average normalized endurance of MLC mode SSD is increased by 13.4 times and 10.3 times, respectively. Although MLC mode SSD has better endurance, RSS-RAID can achieve better endurance
than baseline by slowing down the wearing process of TLC based SSD by reducing the number of
erase operations.
7.2.8 Benefit from Virtual Super Layer. In this section, the proposed RSS-RAID is implemented
with a V-SL. The most straightforward insight is that the V-SL enables reprogramming cells across
neighboring R-SLs, makes fewer valid page migrations caused by fully invalidation.
In Figure 23, the number of reduced migrated valid pages caused by fully invalidation is normalized to total numbers of migrated valid pages and total writes of RSS-RAID, respectively. First,
compared with the number of total migrated valid pages, the percentage of reduced migrated valid
pages of RSS-RAID w/V-SL can reach to 12.0%. Second, compared with the number of total writes
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Fig. 23. Percentages of reduced numbers of migrated valid pages caused by fully invalidation.

Fig. 24. Normalized PPC decreases of RSS-RAID and RSS-RAID w/V-SL.

of RSS-RAID, RSS-RAID w/V-SL contributes less to valid page migration decrease, of which reduced number accounts for only 1.5%. That is, only fewer flash pages are earned by the proposed
V-SL, making PPC hard to be significantly decreased.
As shown in Figure 24, RSS-RAID w/V-SL can slightly reduce PPC compared with the original
RSS-RAID. Such a slight decrease comes from two aspects: First, the number of migrated valid
pages caused by fully invalidation accounts for a small portion of total writes; second, the V-SL
cannot eliminate valid page migration when pages keep valid as cooling data. Similar results also
exist in the evaluations of total GC time cost decrease and effective capacity increase. As a result,
RSS-RAID w/V-SL can only slightly decrease total GC time cost by 2.5% (presented in Figure 14),
and increase effective capacity by 0.21%.
For endurance of flash memory, the total numbers of GCs are evaluated and presented in
Figure 25. Compared with the original RSS-RAID, RSS-RAID w/V-SL can only slightly reduce the
number of GCs by 2.1% as there is less contribution from PPC decrease. In addition, the ratios of
GC w/valid page migration and direct GC change almost nothing, meaning the original RSS-RAID
is effective enough for reprogramming hot data. Also for PWE, RSS-RAID w/V-SL achieves 6.5%
PWE improvement compared with RSS-RAID. Since the V-SL can further reduce flash page consumption as total GC count synchronised declines as well, the values of these two approaches are
almost at the same level.
For write latency of RSS-RAID w/V-SL, averagely, it is further reduced by 0.8% compared with
RSS-RAID. Write latency is used to evaluate the performance while a read request is processed
with highest priority. Although total GC time cost can be slightly reduced, more data are able to
be reprogrammed into flash memory with higher reprogram latency.
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Fig. 25. The number of GCs of baseline, RSS-RAID and RSS-RAID w/V-SL.

Fig. 26. The percentages of switched pages among four zones.

To illustrate the reason why the V-SL only achieves slight improvement compared with the
original RSS-RAID, we distribute write requests of each workload into four zones based on their
update interval. And then, during run time, the percentages of data in page size switched to other
zones are evaluated and presented in the top of Figure 26. Also, the breakdowns of switched data
are collected and presented in the bottom of Figure 26. Data belonging to each zone can only be
switched to the other three type zones.
First, according to the top of Figure 26, we can find that average percentages of switched data in
zone1 (Z1), zone2 (Z2), and zone3 (Z3) only account for 13.5%, 11.6%, and 2.5%, respectively. This
means most data can keep their hotness within a fixed period of time. Second, in the bottom of
Figure 26, the portions of data that switched to other zones are evaluated as well. For hot data in
Z1, Z2, and Z3, they tend to be switched to other hot zones instead of zone4 (Z4). Totally, only 6.4%
of hot data in hot zones are switched to Z4 as cooling data. Therefore, it is hard to significantly
increase the efficiency of RSS-RAID as there only exits a small subset of cooling data in Z1, Z2 and
Z3.
In the following, the ideal case is implemented and its related metrics are evaluated. The results
of RSS-RAID w/V-SL are normalized to the ideal case for quantifying its efficiency.
7.2.9 Ideal Case. In ideal case, all physical layers within a flash block can be fully programmed
or reprogrammed in random order. Therefore, we manually relax the reprogram restrictions, constructing the R-SL of which the number of physical layers varies from 2 to 64. The results of
average PPC, PWE, and write latency of RSS-RAID with various numbers of physical layers in a
R-SL are evaluated and presented in Figure 27. While the number of physical layers per super layer
reaches 32, all evaluated results tend to be saturated. For PPC of RSS-RAID with 32 layers, it is
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Fig. 27. Results of PPC, PWE, and Write Latency of RSS-RAID in ideal case and RSS-RAID w/V-SL.

Fig. 28. Normalized PPC, PWE, and Write Latency on RSS-RAID w/V-SL system with different number of
SSD devices.

further reduced by 7% compared with original RSS-RAID (presented as 2 Layers in Figure 27). For
PWE, RSS-RAID can increase the value by 16.6% compared with the original RSS-RAID. For write
latency, only a 0.8% latency decrease is achieved by RSS-RAID with 32 layers. Such a slight write
latency decline comes from that more data are reprogrammed, losing the benefit from one-shot
programming. Differing from PPC and PWE, the ideal write latency of RSS-RIAD is the value of
RSS-RAID with 2 layers, while PPC and PWE of RSS-RAID with 32 layers are the ideal results of
RSS-RAID.
In addition, the results of RSS-RAID w/V-SL are also evaluated and presented in Figure 27. In
average, compared with ideal results, RSS-RAID with 32 layers can reduce PPC by 5.5%, increase
PWE by 12.2% and reduce write latency by 0.3%. That is, RSS-RAID w/V-SL can reduce PPC to
78.6%, increase PWE to 73.5%, and reduce write latency to 63.5% of ideal case.
7.2.10 Various Number of SSDs Per RSS-RAID. In this section, the number of 3D TLC SSDs in
RSS-RAID w/V-SL system is changed from 4 to 10 for evaluating the achieved benefits of RSSRAID. In Figure 28, average PPC, PWE, and write latency of RSS-RAID are normalized to Baseline,
indicating the achieved capacity consumption decrease, endurance improvement, and performance
improvement.
In this figure, there is a trend that PPC, PWE, and write latency tend to be worse as more
devices are employed in the RAID 5 system. In the worst case, RSS-RAID w/V-SL containing
10 devices increases PPC by 2.7%, decreases PWE by 1.8% and increases write latency by 3.2%.
But all evaluated values still are better than baseline. That is, proposed RSS-RAID w/V-SL can be
well employed in RAID 5 systems with different number of SSD devices.
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RELATED WORKS

Several previous works have been proposed to write more data in a word line. They can be divided
into three types: First, Kim et al. [35] and Kim et al. [34] proposed a subpage program method,
which can program a large flash page multiple times with a small write operation so that data can
be stored in flash page at a finer granularity. Second, multiple previous works adopt write-once
memory (WOM) code [40, 41, 58] to enlarge the capacity of SSDs. However, WOM code requires
the assistance of ECC space for holding additional information, which will weaken the capability
of ECC. Third, [14] and [10] are proposed to reprogram SLC by narrowing the voltage margin between two states. In this case, each cell can be reprogrammed multiple times by invalidating previous values in the same cell. These works are proposed oriented 2D SLC SSDs, where a large voltage
margin exists for serving to reprogram operation. For 2D TLC SSDs, [15] shows that TLC can be reprogrammed as well. The main drawback of reprogramming 2D TLC SSDs is the reliability, which
comes from the cell-to-cell interference among flash cells. To solve this problem, refresh operations
in SSDs are applied. The characteristics of reprogramming 3D TLC SSDs have not been discussed
in all previous works, which has completely different characteristics compared to 2D SSDs.
9 CONCLUSION
In this work, the feasibility of reprogram operation in 3D TLC SSDs is verified. Then, a reprogrammable SSD design is proposed in 3D TLC SSDs, which aims at reducing capacity consumption,
improve the endurance and performance of 3D TLC SSDs. By applying the proposed approach, a
case study for 3D TLC SSD-based RAID 5 system is evaluated. As a result, the proposed approach
can improve the endurance by 35.7%, boost write performance by 15.9% and increase effective
capacity by 7.71%, respectively, which is realized with negligible overhead compared with conventional SSD-based RAID 5 system.
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